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Abstract
Handling figurative language like irony is currently a challenging task in natural language processing. Since irony is commonly used in
user-generated content, its presence can significantly undermine accurate analysis of opinions and sentiment in such texts. Understanding
irony is therefore important if we want to push the state-of-the-art in tasks such as sentiment analysis. In this research, we present the
construction of a Twitter dataset for two languages, being English and Dutch, and the development of new guidelines for the annotation
of verbal irony in social media texts. Furthermore, we present some statistics on the annotated corpora, from which we can conclude that
the detection of contrasting evaluations might be a good indicator for recognizing irony.
Keywords: social media, figurative language processing, verbal irony

1. Introduction
With the arrival of Web 2.0, technologies like social me-
dia have become accessible to a vast amount of people. As
a result, they have become valuable sources of information
about the public’s opinion. What characterizes social media
content is that it is often rich in figurative language (May-
nard and Greenwood, 2014; Reyes et al., 2013). Han-
dling figurative language represents, however, one of the
most challenging tasks in natural language processing. It
is often characterized by linguistic devices such as humor,
metaphor and irony, whose meaning goes beyond the literal
meaning and is therefore often hard to capture, even for hu-
mans. Effectively, understanding figurative language often
requires world knowledge and familiarity with the conver-
sational context and the cultural background of the conver-
sation’s participants; information that is difficult to access
by machines. Verbal irony is a particular genre of figurative
language that is traditionally defined as saying the opposite
of what is actually meant (Curcó, 2007; Grice, 1975; Mc-
Quarrie and Mick, 1996). Evidently, this type of figurative
language has important implications for tasks that handle
subjective information, such as sentiment analysis (May-
nard and Greenwood, 2014). Sentiment analysis involves
the automatic extraction of positive and negative opinions
from online texts. It goes without saying that its accuracy
can be significantly undermined by the presence of irony,
as illustrated by Example 1. (extracted from the SemEval-
2015 training corpus for Task 111).

(1) It was so nice of my dad to come to my grad-
uation party. #not

Regular sentiment analysis systems will probably classify
this tweet as positive, whereas the intended emotion is un-
deniably a negative one. The hashtag #not indicates the
presence of irony in this example. By contrast, in exam-
ple 2. (taken from Riloff et al. (2013)), there is no explicit
indication of irony present. Nevertheless, the irony is no-
ticeable because given our world knowledge, we know that
the act of going to the dentist (for a root canal) is typically

1http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task11

an unpleasant situation. This clearly contrasts with the pos-
itive expression yay, I can’t wait. Considering this contrast,
one may assume that the author is not sincere about the ex-
pressed sentiment, but rather wants to be ironic.

(2) Going to the dentist for a root canal this af-
ternoon. Yay, I can’t wait.

If we want to push the state-of-the-art in tasks like senti-
ment analysis, it is important to build computational mod-
els that are capable of recognizing irony so that the actual
meaning of an utterance can be understood if it is not the
same as the expressed one. In the current research, we aim
to understand how verbal irony works and how it can be
recognized in social media texts. Based on the classic defi-
nition of verbal irony, our hypothesis is that the detection of
contrasting evaluations might be a good indicator for recog-
nizing it.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2. gives an overview of existing work on defining and
modeling verbal irony. Section 3. presents the data collec-
tion and annotation. In Section 3.1., we discuss the different
steps of our annotation scheme and include some examples,
while Section 3.2. shows the results of an inter-annotator
agreement study to assess the annotation guidelines. Sec-
tion 4. elaborates on the annotated corpus; a number of
statistics are presented to provide insight into the data. Fi-
nally, Section 5. concludes the paper with some prospects
for future research.

2. Related Research
There are many different theoretical approaches to verbal
irony. Traditionally, a distinction is made between situa-
tional and verbal irony. Situational irony is often referred to
as situations that fail to meet some expectations (Lucariello,
1994; Shelley, 2001). Shelley (2001) illustrates this with
firefighters who have a fire in their kitchen while they are
out to answer a fire alarm. A popular definition of verbal
irony is saying the opposite of what is meant (Curcó, 2007;
Grice, 1975; McQuarrie and Mick, 1996; Searle, 1978).
While a number of studies have stipulated some nuances to
and shortcomings of this standard approach (Camp, 2012;
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Giora, 1995; Sperber and Wilson, 1981), it is commonly
used in contemporary research on the automatic modeling
of irony (Curcó, 2007; Kunneman et al., 2015; Reyes et al.,
2013; Riloff et al., 2013).
When describing how irony works, many studies have come
across the problem of distinguishing between verbal irony
and sarcasm. To date, there still exists significant diversity
of opinion about the definition of verbal irony and whether
and how it is different from sarcasm. On the one hand,
some studies consistently use one of both terms (Grice,
1975; Grice, 1978; Sperber and Wilson, 1981), or consider
both as essentially the same phenomenon (Attardo, 2000;
Attardo et al., 2003; Reyes et al., 2013). Camp (2012, p.
625), for example, elaborates a definition of sarcasm that
“can accommodate most if not all of the cases described as
verbal irony”. On the other hand, a number of studies claim
that sarcasm and verbal irony do differ in some respects and
throw light upon the differences between the two phenom-
ena, including ridicule (Lee, 1998), hostility and denigra-
tion (Clift, 1999), and the presence of a victim (Kreuz and
Glucksberg, 1989). Most of the studies that are discussed
here use the term verbal irony generally without specifying
whether and how it is differentiated from sarcasm. For this
reason, our definition does not distinguish between both
phenomena, but rather focusses on a particular form of ut-
terance that can cover both expressions described as verbal
irony and expressions that are considered sarcastic.
In contrast to linguistic and psycholinguistic studies on
irony, computational approaches to modeling irony are less
abundant. Utsumi (1996) describes one of the first forays
into the computational modeling of irony. However, their
approach assumes an interaction between the speaker and
the hearer of irony, which makes it difficult to apply it as
a computational model for handling online texts. Never-
theless, with the proliferation of Web 2.0 applications and
the considerable amount of data that has come available,
irony modeling has received increased interest from the do-
main of natural language processing. Carvalho et al. (2009)
explore the identification of irony through oral and gestu-
ral clues in text, including laughter, punctuation marks and
onomatopoeic expressions. The authors report accuracies
ranging from 45 to 85%. Veale and Hao (2010) propose
an algorithm for separating ironic from non-ironic simi-
les. Based on commonly used words and frequent struc-
tures in ironic similes, the algorithm manages to identify
87% of the ironic similes. Davidov et al. (2010) build a
pattern-based classification algorithm to identify irony in
Twitter and Amazon2. Reyes et al. (2013) build a clas-
sifier to distinguish between ironic and non-ironic tweets.
Their approach is based on different four types of features
(viz., signatures, unexpectedness, style, and emotional sce-
narios) and the results are promising: the classifier ob-
tains F-scores of up to 62% and 76% with an imbalanced
and a balanced distribution, respectively. Similarly to the
work of Reyes et al. (2013), Barbieri and Saigon (2014)
investigate the identification of ironic tweets among a set
of tweets about a particular topic (viz., education, humor
and politics). The authors cast the automatic detection of

2http://www.amazon.com

ironic tweets as a classification problem and make use of a
series of lexical features carrying information about word
frequency, style (i.e., written -vs- spoken), intensity, struc-
ture, sentiments, synonyms, and ambiguity. The analysis
reveals that their system outperforms a bag-of-words ap-
proach when cross-domain experiments are carried out, but
not when in-domain experiments are conducted. Kunne-
man et al. (2015) constructed a Dutch dataset of tweets. By
making use of word n-gram features, their system manages
to detect 87% of the ironic tweets in the test set. A careful
analysis of the system’s output reveals that linguistic mark-
ers of hyperbole (e.g., intensifiers) are strong predictors for
irony.
To date, most computational approaches to model irony are
corpus-based and make use of categorical labels, such as
#irony assigned by the author of the text. To our knowledge,
no guidelines have yet been developed for the more fine-
grained annotation of verbal irony in social media content
without relying on hashtag information. In this research,
we focus on irony modeling in English and Dutch Twit-
ter messages3. In accordance with the standard definition,
we define irony as an evaluative expression whose polar-
ity (i.e., positive, negative) is changed between the literal
and the intended evaluation, resulting in an incongruence
between the literal evaluation and its context. This defi-
nition integrates a number of aspects that are identified as
inherent to verbal irony across various studies, including
its implicit and evaluative character (Attardo, 2000; Grice,
1975; Kreuz and Glucksberg, 1989; Wilson and Sperber,
1992). Our definition is similar to that of Burgers (2010)
in that the irony affects the polarity expressed in the lit-
eral and the intended meaning. Unlike Burgers (2010), we
prefer the term polarity change to polarity reversal since
the expressed sentiment in an ironic statement can also be
stronger or less strong (in ironic hyperbole and understate-
ment, respectively) than the intended one.

3. Data Collection and Annotation
Most current approaches to modeling irony make use of
publicly available social media data including tweets and
product reviews (Carvalho et al., 2009; Davidov et al.,
2010; Kunneman et al., 2015). In the case of tweets, clas-
sification algorithms are often based on corpora that are
built from tweets labeled with hashtag synonyms of #irony
or #sarcasm. For the current research, a Twitter dataset
was constructed for two different languages, being English
and Dutch. Both corpora were collected with the hashtags
#irony, #sarcasm (#ironie and #sarcasme in Dutch) and
#not. We are aware, however, that irony may also be real-
ized in tweets without any irony-related hashtag. Since no
annotation guidelines for verbal irony are available to our
knowledge, we elaborated a scheme that presents the differ-
ent steps for annotating irony in social media text (Van Hee
et al., 2015). The scheme allows i) to identify ironic in-
stances in which a polarity change takes place and ii) to
indicate contrasting text spans that realize the irony. The
following three main annotation steps are taken:

3http://twitter.com
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1. Based on the definition, indicate for each text whether
it is ironic, possibly ironic or not ironic.

2. If the text is ironic:

• Indicate whether an irony-related hashtag (e.g.,
#not, #sarcasm, #irony) is required to notice the
irony.

• Indicate the harshness of the irony on a two-point
scale (0-1).

3. Annotate contrasting evaluations.

Further details for each annotation step are provided in Sec-
tion 3.1.

3.1. Annotating Irony in Social Media Text
As a first step in the annotation process, the annotators an-
notated each tweet as ironic, possibly ironic or non-ironic.
According to this annotation scheme, a tweet is considered
ironic if it presents a polarity change between the literal
and the intended evaluation. The evaluation polarity can be
changed in three ways: by using (i) opposition (i.e., the lit-
eral evaluation is opposite to the intended evaluation), (ii)
hyperbole (i.e., the literal evaluation is stronger than the
intended evaluation) or (iii) understatement (i.e., the literal
evaluation is less strong than is intended). When annotating
irony, annotators thus look for contrasting evaluations. This
contrast can be realized by explicit and implicit evaluations
(i.e., expressions whose polarity can be inferred through
contextual clues and common sense or world knowledge),
as irony tends to be implicit (Burgers, 2010).
Figures 1 and 2 show the annotation of contrasting eval-
uations in brat. The contrast is realized by means of an
opposition and a hyperbole, respectively.

9/18/2015 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/Olivier/ENG/irony_crawled_ENG_final_15 2/5

¶  Where is the #TortureReport from Showtime's Homeland? #sarcasm

¶  Everybody is out there traveling the world and I'm sitting here studying maps for my last exam  #jealousy  #irony  #almostdone

¶  Well that makes me feel great #Not

¶  Twirra is NOT a place. RT @TWEET_BaBaLaWo: Twitter a place where virgins will be tweeting sexual & hoes will be forming saint... #Irony

¶  The thing I love the most  about coming into work early? Having everyone ask me why I'm here so early. Gets me every time. #sarcasm  #annoying

¶  @JustAnotherMo Now, now, Islam is the "religion of peace" and only Christians can hurt anybody!  Get it right! D:  #sarcasm

¶  Where you our #ShamiWitness now? #sarcasm "@Dannymakkisyria: The gunman is also said to be monitoring social media activity #sydneysiege"

¶  The Bay Area storm is so big that tons of people's work was canceled today, causing me to be early to mine. #irony #stormageddon

¶  Cannot wait  to go to the dentist later!  #Sarcasm

¶  That one time I didn't feel in over my head. #sarcasm

¶  How did  I miss  that there was a Taken2? #sarcasm

¶  @SamanthaaaBabby then  I completely suck as a sub! Haha!  #not going!!

¶  ... @NICKIMINAJ slaying in Igloo Australia's home country  lol  #Irony RT > @MalikZMinaj: Nicki  is SLAYING  New  Zealand!  http://t.co/5oIm9uZNQr

¶  Happy stfx day! Lost my #Xring in '12. It was found 2 mo's later glistening on the 18th green of Lost Creek Golf Club. #xringmiracle #irony

¶  Christmas shopping take 2, the weekends attempt was a waste of time so lets try again  #CantWait  #Sarcasm

¶  Final projects ugh Keeping me from being productive. #sarcasm #butnotreally

¶  Went neck deep in a swamp today so  that  was fun  #not  #chilly

¶  I  just want to thank you elenat on tumblr for spoiling me #BOFA . #sarcasm... Honestly?  Fuck you!  #martinfreeman

¶  I  love  when this happens #not http://t.co/CkMiXBPGAR

¶  My coach  is so supportive.  "tighten your belt, pick up the weight and just do it." #sarcasm #ithinkhehatesmesomedays #itsmostlylove

¶  Wow  I  love  having 3 essays due in the next 3 weeks #not
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Figure 1: Brat annotation of contrasting (opposition) evaluations.3/9/2016 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_7_post_1 1/1

¶  Ohh  he can climb a rope? Just like every other commando? 

Super talented.  #sarcasm #TakeMeOut

Iro_hyperbole [1_high_confidence] Mod [Intensifier] Target [Positive]
Targets

Modifies

Evaluation [Positive]
Targets
Modifies

1

brat/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_7_post_1

Figure 2: Brat annotation of contrasting (hyperbole) evaluations.

In the first sentence, cannot wait is a literally positive eval-
uation (intensified by an exclamation mark). It is contrasted
by the act of going to the dentist, which stereotypically is
perceived as unpleasant and thus implicitly carries a nega-
tive sentiment. The expression super talented in Figure 2 is
hyperbolic.
What characterizes Twitter messages is the use of hashtags.
Sometimes, these hashtags act as the written equivalent of
nonverbal expressions that are used in oral conversations.
In the case of irony, the tweet text itself is sometimes not
sufficient to notice that the author is being ironic. In other
words, only the presence of a hashtag indicates that irony is

3/9/2016 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_10_post_51 1/1

¶  Cracking  European  atmosphere  again  at 
Anfield tonight #not

Iro_oppos [High]## Evaluation [Positive] Evaluation [Positive] Mod [Intensifier]
In_span_with

Modifies

1

brat/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_10_post_51

Figure 3: Brat annotation of contrasting evaluations when an
irony hashtag is needed.

being used. Figure 3 presents an example where the polar-
ity change is only noticeable by the presence of the hash-
tag #sarcasm. Annotators indicated this with a red mark.
As mentioned earlier, our definition does not distinguish
between irony and sarcasm. However, the annotation
scheme allows to signal variants of verbal irony that are par-
ticularly harsh (i.e., carrying a mocking or ridiculing tone
with the intention to hurt someone), as shown in Figure 4.

9/18/2015 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/Frederic/start/100_iaa_ENG 2/5

¶  Pediatric Grand Rounds on statin therapy and the dyslipidemia of obesity. Breakfast on offer is 2 grand platters of donuts. #irony

¶  She moved to  a much more convenient spot. #sarcasm http://t.co/1uxcohst5s

¶  Don't think that you can just use my boyfriend when you have noone else...#not#on#my#watch

¶  This is what we called OTAK LETAK KAT LUTUT. #melayu #sarcasm http://t.co/wPCuJxXhtk

¶  Mid speech @ Christmas Lacrosse Ball  #flattering  #not @ Grand Cafe http://t.co/Uu7yeqDfV5

¶  @G_Wade_TooFlyy yea we was we too only a couple schools played black & not its a black dominate game #irony

¶  Thanks  bus.  Thanks  for telling me where I am.  So helpful.  #not #sarcasm

¶  What a great person you are. #sarcasm

¶  @danisnotonfire which one is more disturbing dan? Tickling an elf's or biting it.....  #philisinnocent  #not http://t.co/0cTCRH94DW

¶  I  LOVE  not sleeping.  It's the best.  #sarcasm

¶  The #irony of taking a break from reading about #socialmedia to check my social media.

¶  Blackpool today for an interview. #not the weather for the beach

¶  The Interview has been cancelled, not because of north korea but because  the immense comedy would blow our mortal minds #sarcasm

¶  We  want turkey!!  #not

¶  Merry Christmas  love  Instagram http://t.co/CcfhdT73wH #gifts #not #spam

¶  CIA report highlighting the stark differences b/t the present & former administrations' approach to nat'l security. #sarcasm

¶  i  literally love  when someone throw me in at the deep end #irony  #tough #life

¶  Sessions!! #why #not #scary #canary #sydney #australia by lavin56 http://t.co/RS4WSrpsMJ http://t.co/EWBWx6ZIn3

¶  @WeatherIzzi oh  GREAT.  #NOT #TinglyWeatherIsTheBestKindOfWeather

¶  Foxy Lady..#waynesworld  #excellent  #not

¶  Just  on a hot streak  ... #not

¶  Ahhh Finals week.... I'll throw a kegger at my house for all the survivors  #Motivating  #Not  #RIP
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brat/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/Frederic/start/100_iaa_ENG

Figure 4: Brat annotation of an evaluation that is harsh.

Tweets that contain some other form of irony than the
one described by our definition were annotated as possi-
bly ironic (see Figures 5 and 6). This category encom-
passes two subcategories, being situational irony and other.
The intuition behind this more fine-grained distinction is
that there exist other realizations of verbal irony than the
ones carrying contrasting evaluations, one of them being
descriptions of ironic situations (i.e., situational irony). The
category other encompasses the instances of which the an-
notators intuitively thought that irony was present, although
no polarity change was perceived or no evaluations were
present whatsoever.

3/9/2016 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_10_post_71 1/1

¶  @amandakaschube Like I need to be reminded of BP Cup 
competition dates! #sarcasm

Other [High]

1

brat/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_10_post_71

Figure 5: Brat annotation of a possibly ironic tweet.3/9/2016 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/en_extra_7 1/1

¶  I just drank a healthy, homemade, all fruit smoothie...in a 
@Budweiser beer glass. #irony

Situational_irony [High]

1

brat/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/en_extra_7

Figure 6: Brat annotation of a possibly ironic tweet describing
situational irony.

Despite of having an irony-related hashtag, tweets were
considered non-ironic if they do not contain any indica-
tion of irony. Additionally, the non-ironic category encom-
passes tweets in which an irony-related hashtag functions
as a negator (e.g., #not) or is used in a self-referential meta-
sentence, as shown in Figure 7.

3/9/2016 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_11_post_37 1/1

¶  @afneil @daily_politics @TheSunNewspaper Missed off the 
#irony hashtag?

Non_iro [High]

1

brat/Jobstudenten2015/Irony/all_annotations_en/irony_crawled_ENG_final_11_post_37

Figure 7: Brat annotation of a non-ironic tweet.
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3.2. Inter-annotator Agreement
Both corpora were entirely annotated by students in Lin-
guistics and all annotations were done using the brat
rapid annotation tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012). A prelimi-
nary inter-annotator agreement study was conducted to as-
sess the guidelines for usability and in particular whether
changes or additional clarifications were recommended.
We calculated inter-annotator agreement statistics based on
four annotations. Firstly, we focused on the identification
of a tweet as ironic, possibly ironic or non-ironic (irony 3-
way). Secondly, we merged the categories possibly ironic
and non-ironic into one category versus the category ironic
(irony binary). Thirdly, we tested the agreement on the
decision whether a hashtag is needed to understand the
irony. Finally, we calculated the inter-annotator agreement
for the identification of contrasting evaluations. Table 1
presents the results of the first inter-annotator agreement
study. Based on this study, some changes were made to
the annotation scheme (e.g., a refinement of the definition,
the instruction to include verbs in the evaluation text span).
A second inter-annotator agreement study was conducted
on a subset of the corpus to assess whether the annotation
scheme can be reliably applied to real-world data. For both
the English and the Dutch datasets, a subset of the corpus
(100 instances) was independently annotated by three an-
notators with a background in Linguistics4.
As shown in Table 2, we averaged the inter-annotator
agreement scores of all annotator pairs. We used Cohen’s
Kappa (Cohen, 1960), which measures inter-rater agree-
ment for categorical labels and takes chance agreement into
account. The results of this study show an acceptable level
of agreement between the annotators with scores ranging
from moderate to substantial.

irony irony hashtag polarity
3-way binary indication contrast
0.55 0.65 0.62 0.57

Table 1: Kappa scores for the first inter-annotator agreement
study.

irony irony hashtag polarity
3-way binary indication contrast

English 0.72 0.72 0.67 0.64
Dutch 0.77 0.84 0.60 0.63

Table 2: Kappa scores for all annotator pairs.

4. Corpus Analysis
In total, 3.000 and 3.179 tweets were annotated for English
and Dutch, respectively. Figures 8 and 10 present the statis-
tics for the distribution of the data based on the three main
annotation categories, for English and Dutch. As can be
inferred from the charts, respectively 57% and 74% of the
English and Dutch posts were labeled as ironic according

4The annotators for the English corpus also annotated the
Dutch corpus. All were Dutch native speakers and Master’s stu-
dents in English.

to our definition. In 99% of the cases, irony was realized
by means of an opposition between the intended and the
expressed evaluation. In only 1% of the ironic tweets, the
polarity change was realized through a hyperbole or an un-
derstatement. Figures 9 and 11 show that in about half of
the ironic tweets, the irony could not be perceived if there
had not been an irony-related hashtag (cf. Figure 3). When
we investigate the annotation concerning harshness, we ob-
serve that about one third of the English and Dutch ironic
tweets (31% and 37%, respectively) is considered to be
harsh.

ironic 1703
possibly	  ironic 721
not	  ironic 576

57%	  24%	  

19%	  

ironic	   possibly	  ironic	   not	  ironic	  

Figure 8: Irony
annotation (en).

hashtag	  needed 888
no	  hashtag	  needed 815

52%	  

48%	  

hashtag	  needed	   no	  hashtag	  needed	  

Figure 9: Hashtag
indication (en).

ironic 2339
possibly	  ironic 648
not	  ironic 192

74%	  

20%	  

6%	  

ironic	   possibly	  ironic	   not	  ironic	  

Figure 10: Irony
annotation (nl).

hashtag	  needed 1244
no	  hashtag	  needed 1095

53%	  

47%	  

hashtag	  needed	   no	  hashtag	  needed	  

Figure 11: Hashtag
indication (nl).

Although a major part of the corpus is annotated as ironic,
it is interesting to observe that more non-ironic instances
were identified in the English corpus when compared to
the Dutch corpus (19% versus 6%). We see a number of
possible explanations for this difference. Firstly, the hash-
tag #not occurs more frequently (about twice as much) in
the non-ironic English tweets than in the non-ironic Dutch
tweets. This can be explained by the fact that in English,
the word not has also a grammatical function (e.g., Had no
sleep and have got school now #not happy). Secondly, and
in line with this observation, their might be an age effect
causing some users to write more hashtags than others (for
instance #not instead of the regular not). As a matter of
fact, statistics on the Twitter demographics in the Nether-
lands and the United States5 show that the largest group of
Twitter users in the Netherlands is aged between 45 and 54
years, while the largest group of Twitter users in the US is a

5http://www.statista.com
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Dutch
ironic possibly ironic non-ironic total

situational irony other verbal irony
2.339 152 496 192 3.179

English
ironic possibly ironic non-ironic total

situational irony other verbal irony
1.703 422 299 576 3.000

Table 3: Statistics of the English and Dutch annotated corpora.

lot younger (between 18 and 24 years)6. Finally, for the an-
notators having Dutch as their native langue, it might have
been more difficult to recognize irony in an English corpus
when compared to the Dutch corpus. Also noteworthy is
the different distribution in the category possibly ironic be-
tween the two corpora. As is shown in table 3, descriptions
of situational irony occur more frequently in the English
corpus than in the Dutch one. By contrast, the proportion
of tweets labeled as other is larger in the Dutch corpus than
in the English corpus. Here as well, we might see an ef-
fect of the annotators having Dutch as their mother tongue.
Hence, they may have more intuitive sense that irony is be-
ing used in Dutch text when compared to English text.

English	  ironic	  tweets Dutch	  ironic	  tweets
positive 1575 2213
negative 399 473

0	  

500	  

1000	  

1500	  

2000	  

2500	  

3000	  

English	  ironic	  
tweets	  

Dutch	  ironic	  
tweets	  

nega<ve	  

posi<ve	  

Figure 12: Brat annotation of a non-ironic tweet.

When we investigate the distribution of the literally ex-
pressed opinions in ironic tweets, as visualized in Fig-
ure 12, we observe that in our corpus, most of the time a
literally positive sentiment is expressed, while the intended
evaluation is a negative one. The chart also reveals that gen-
erally, more evaluations are found in the Dutch than in the
English ironic data.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We constructed a dataset of about 3.000 tweets for two
languages, being English and Dutch, based on a set of
irony-related hashtags. We presented a new annotation
scheme for the textual annotation of verbal irony in social
media text. The guidelines allow to distinguish between
ironic, possibly ironic and non-ironic tweets. As the data
is human-labeled, we can limit the amount of noise that is
introduced when aggregating ironic data based on hashtags.

6The statistics should be taken with some caution. For the
Netherlands, statics were only available from 2013 and for the
US from 2015. Moreover, no recent statistics were available for
other English- and Dutch-speaking countries such as the UK and
Belgium.

More concretely, tweets that are not labeled as ironic by hu-
man judges (in spite of having a hashtag denotating irony)
will be removed from the positive corpus. Another impor-
tant objective of our guidelines is to identify specific text
spans that realize the irony and hence to explore aspects of
verbal irony that are susceptible to computational analysis.
An inter-annotator agreement study showed an acceptable
agreement among the annotators, which asserts the valid-
ity of our guidelines. Section 4. elaborates on the annotated
datasets and presents some corpus statistics for both the En-
glish and the Dutch datasets. The statistics show that in a
major part of the corpora, the irony is realized through con-
trasting evaluations, which means that this might be a good
indicator for recognizing irony.
In future work, we will conduct a more elaborate analysis
of the annotated corpora to explore i) how verbal irony is
realized when no contrasting evaluations are present (i.e.,
the tweets in the category other and ii) whether there exists
any consistency in what is perceived as harsh and what is
not. Furthermore, we will explore the feasibility to auto-
matically detect ironic utterances based on a polarity con-
trast, for which the annotated data will serve as a training
corpus.
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